PLM Summit at AU 2023
Formerly known as “Accelerate”

Come join other senior leaders in manufacturing to share best practices and insights on digital transformation initiatives. You’ll learn how leading companies are using data and process management strategies to tackle tough business challenges to improve operations, time to market, and competitive advantage.

Topics curated for leadership roles, include:
• Peer-to-peer learning path of 10 industry talks and case studies
• Exclusive PLM roundtable luncheon with Autodesk product management
• Invite-only evening mixer with PLM experts and Autodesk leadership
• Plus, access to all the AU 2023 keynotes, exhibits, receptions, and more

Walk away with:
• Actions you can take to digitally transform areas of your business with data and process management
• Data and process management lessons learned and pitfalls to avoid from peers and experts
• Deeper understanding of how to champion and make the business case for PLM

Who should attend:
• C-Level/General Manager roles
• VP/Director/Management for such roles as Operations, Process Control, Product Development, Engineering, Manufacturing, Supply Chain, Procurement, Quality, IT

How to register for AU 2023 and enroll in PLM Summit sessions:
1. Scan the QR Code or Visit the PLM Summit Sessions and register for your “Full Conference Pass.”
2. Once registered, Enroll in the 10 PLM Summit Sessions or on the AU sessions site under “Tracks” check the box “PLM Summit” to filter the sessions.
3. Then continue to add additional AU sessions (General Sessions, D&M Forum, D&M Theater Talk).

Need help? Email us at PLMSummitAU@autodesk.com or contact your Autodesk reseller or account rep for assistance.
PLM Summit at AU 2023

Agenda

Click on each main session to learn more:

Join us for a dedicated PLM learning pathway and networking experience formerly known as “Accelerate” within AU 2023 the Design & Make Conference.

You can expect real-world examples of how companies are using data and process management to transform their businesses, impactful conversations with peers and experts, plus access to all of the AU 2023 keynotes, exhibits, receptions, and more.

How to register for AU 2023 and enroll in PLM Summit sessions:

1. Scan the QR Code or Visit the PLM Summit Sessions and register for your “Full Conference Pass.”
2. Once registered, Enroll in the 10 PLM Summit Sessions or on the AU sessions site under “Tracks” check the box “PLM Summit” to filter the sessions.
3. Then continue to add additional AU sessions (General Sessions, D&M Forum, D&M Theater Talk).

Need help? Email us at PLMSummitAU@autodesk.com or contact your Autodesk reseller or account rep for assistance.